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ABSTRACT 
Some familiar classes of stable Hilbert-space operators are studied to determine 
how they overlap and where the unitary similarity classes of their members lie. 
Analogous, but less familiar, classes of convergent operators are examined with the 
same aim. The classes considered are often sets of products .~tVA where ~v is a given 
set of diagonal or Hermitian matrices and A is a single matrix. The A's for which ~VA 
is a set of stable or convergent operators are sometimes characterized. © 1998 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
BRYAN CAIN ET AL. 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space, and let B(H) denote the set of 
bounded operators on H. An operator A e B(H) is said to be stable if 
spec(A) ___ {x + iy : x > 0, y ~ •}, and convergent if A n ~ 0 as n ~ ~, or, 
equivalently, 1 > p(A), its spectral radius. (For alternative terminology see 
Remarks 2.2.4 and 4.2.7-8.) Let stab denote the set of stable operators and 
con  the set of convergent ones. 
Stability and convergence play major roles in the long-term behavior of 
continuous-time and discrete-time dynamical systems, respectively. The case 
dim H < 0o has been studied since 1892 [26, 28] in the continuous case and 
since 1952 [31, 32] in the discrete case. Both main results of Lyapunov and 
Stein have been generalized to include the ease dim H = o~ [33, 34, 7-9]. 
Applications of stable and convergent operators can be found in many 
disciplines, such as economics [1, 18, 29], biology [25], and engineering [15]. 
One of the referees reports that applications of topics we treat here can be 
found in [5], connections to neural networks are described in [24], and some 
of the issues we treat are considered in greater generality in [13]. 
A number of notions of stability have been based on stab [2, 3, 14, 20]. 
Some amount to selecting an J tec  B(H) and calling A tO-stable if 
~A = {MA: M ~ ~"} ___ stab [12, 17, 22, 23, 10]. Set ~t'-stab = 
{A E B(H) :~ 'A  ___ stab}. In [4] Bhaya and Kaszkurewicz studied corre- 
sponding notions of stability based on con, e.g., the set of ~t'-convergent 
operators is ~t'-con = { A e B(H) : /A  ___ con}. The con-based notions of 
stability have been less studied than their stab-based counterparts, and our 
treatment of them goes beyond that in [4] in several ways. We study more 
con-based notions of stability, and we show how they relate to each other; we 
identify con- and stab-based notions that cut through unitary similarity and 
congruence equivalence classes. We also show that 
(a) sup{p(HA): H = H* and p(H)  <<, 1} = IIAII; 
(b) sup{p(HA): H = H* is positive and invertible and p(H)  <<. 1} = 
r(A), the numerical radius of A. 
Each of these gives a sufficient condition for ~¢'-convergence of A, e.g., in 
case (a) ~¢'= {H = H* e B(H): p(H)  <<, 1} and IIAII < 1 is the condition. 
NOTATION 1.1. S "~×" denotes the set of m x n matrices with entries 
from the set S, and S m = S ''x 1. The inner product on H is denoted ( - , -  ), 
and for x ~ H, II x [I denotes the inner-product norm ~/( x, x) . For A ~ B(H), 
IIAII denotes the induced norm sup/ IAxl l : l lx l l= 1}. Spec(A) denotes 
the spectrum of A, { ) teC:A- ) t I  is not invertible}, and p(A)= 
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max(IAl: A ~ Spec(A)}. A* is defined by (Ax, y )  = (x, A'y )  for ever), 
x ~ H. A >~0 means A =A*  and (Ax, x)  ~> 0 for every x ~ H. A > 0 
means A is invertible and A >~ 0. A ~> B [respectively, A > B] means A 
and B are Hermitian and A - B >~ 0 [respectively, A - B > 0]. Also A = 
Re A + i Im A, where Re A = ½(A + A*) and Im A = - ( i /2 ) (A  - A*). 
W(A)  = {(Ax, x ) :  Ilxll = 1} and r(A) = suplW(A)l. 
As we discuss bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space ~, we 
distinguish between the cases d imH < ~ and d imH = ~. In the case 
dim H < ~, an operator may be identified with its matrix with respect to a 
basis, and we will feel free to use the term "matrix" instead of "operator." We 
will "also use types of matrices, e.g., diagonal, without discussing diagonal 
operators, by restricting to dim H < zc. 
2. TYPES OF STABILITY 
Our discussion of types of convergent operators will be easier to follow 
once we have reviewed the traditional types of stability to which the)' 
correspond. We have selected notation which recalls the correspondences. 
DEFINITION 2.1. 
7 = (H ~ B(H):  H = H*} ,~ ° = {H ~ ~,~: H ~> 0}, 
~+= {H E ~,~V: H > 0}; 
IL-stab = { A ~ B(H) : Re A > 0}, the IL-stable operators, 
H+L-s tab  = {A ~ B(H):  3H ~ Yf+ such that Re(HA) > 0}, the Lyapunov 
stable operators; 
X+-s tab  = {A ~ B(H) :Y+A _c stab}, the Y+-stable operators. 
In the case dim H < 0% 
= {Diag(d, . . . . .  d , ) :  d~ ~ •}, .~0 = {D ~ 2 :  D >/ 0}, 
-~+= {D ~ 2 :D  > 0}; 
D+L-s tab  = {A ~ C "xn : 3D ~ 3 + such that Re(DA)  > 0}, the Lyapunov 
diagonally stable matrices; 
~+-s tab  = {A ~ C nxn : .~+A _c stab}, the 2+-stable matrices. 
REMARK 2.2. 
(1) Mnemonics: The L in H+L, D+L, and IL stands for Lyapunov and 
signals that Re(HA)  > 0 is involved. H + means that H ~ ~g'+, D + that 
H ~ ~+,  and 1 that H = I. ~+-s tab  and ~(+-stab are types of  ~¢-stability. 
(•+-stab stays close to the traditional name, H-stable.) 
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(2) H+L-stab = stab by the operator version of Lyapuniv's theorem 
[33, 7]. 
(3) We shall avoid the term "diagonally stable," which has been used 
(unwisely) both for members of D+L-stab and for members of ~+-stab. 
(4) Some authors use "A is stable" to mean that Spec(A) lies in the open 
left half plane. That kind of stability is sometimes called continuous-time or 
Hurwitz stability. 
THEOREM 2.3. Figure 1 indicates the containments among the sets stab, 
~+-stab, , W+-stab, D+L-stab, IL-stab when dim H < ~. For dim H = 
the indicated containments hold for stab, ,~T~+-stab, nd IL-stab. 
Proof. IL-stab ___,~+-stab: If Re A > 0 and H > 0 then Re(HAH)  = 
H(Re A)H > 0. By Lyapunov's theorem (see e.g. [7]), AH ~ stab, so HA = 
H( AH)H -1 ~ stab also. 
For dim H < ~: 
IL-stab G D+L-stab because I E ~+.  
D+L-stab c~+-s tab :  If D, E ~ ~+ and Re(EA) > 0 then 0 < 
Re(ED-1DA)  and ED -1 > 0, so DA ~ stab by Lyapunov's theorem (cf. 
e.g. [23]). 
,,~+-stab c~+-s tab  ecause D > 0 for every D ~ ~+.  
~+-stab c stab because I ~ .~+. • 
/ 
QL-stab 
"~"~--'---- 1 s tab  
+'~-  .~ \'\ 
,,~-stab ~I~ 
I f }  
FIG. 1. 
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In order to show the containments are strict if dim H > 1, we produce 
Ai ~ ~2×2 such that A i lies in region i, but not region j if i v~j. The 
following lemma contains the characterizations eeded. 
(1) A ~ stab ~ t rA  > 0 anddet  A > 0. 
(2) A ~.°2+-stab ** A ~ stab, a >~0, andd>~O.  
(3) A ~D+L-s tab  • a > 0, d> 0, anddet  A > 0. 
(4) A ~,T.f+-stab ~ A ~ stab, a >/0, d>/0 ,  and 
4ad - (b + c) 2 >~ 0. 
(5) A ~ IL -s tab  ~ a > 0 ,4ad- (b  +c)  2 > O. 
Proof. (1) is easy. 
(2) follows from part (1), or see [22]. 
(3): cf. [16]. 
(4): Note first that a 2 × 2 complex matrix A with real determinant is
stable iff Re tr A > 0 and det A > 0 (cf. [27]). 
Suppose A ~ ~T(+-stab. Let x ~ C 2. Since xx* is the limit as t ~ 0 + of 
the positive definite matrices xx*+ tI, we know x*Ax ~ Spec(xx*A)c  
{Re z >~0}. Since x*(Re A)x  = Re x*Ax, we have Re A >~0. So a >/0, 
d>~0,  and 4ad- (b  +c)  2 =4detRe  A >~0. Since A = IA  ~stab ,  we 
have tr A > 0 and det A > 0, too. 
Conversely, let 
x u + iv  I ~X+ with ~ N. 
1 
H= u- iv  y 11, 1), X, Y 1 
Then x > 0, y > 0, and xy > u 2 + v 2. The quantity 
t =xa  +u(b  + c) +yd = Ret r (HA)  
is positive if ad = 0, because then b + c = 0 too. I f  ad ~ 0, 
t ~ xa  - lul bb + cl + yd >>, xa - 2v/-a-d lul + yd 
> xa - 2gt-~yd + yd= (~xa - ~y-d) z >>, O, 
since lul < x~.  So in both cases the real part of the sum of the eigenvalues 
of HA is positive and so is their product deft HA). Hence HA ~ stab. 
(5): Apply part 1 to Re A. • 
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THEOREM 2.5. 
Proof. According to (2.4) we may set 
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I f  dim H > 1, then each region in Figure 1 is nonempty. 
2 1] A3-[0 Al = [--3 --1 
A4 = [ ~ -1], A6 ~ [ ~ 2],1 arid A5~I. 
Then B i 
also work when n is infinite. 
= Ai ~ In-2 is n × n and lies only in region i. Examples like these 
3. STABILITY AND EQUIVALENCE CLASSES 
Whenever A ~ B(H), we let 
C[ A] = {C*AC: C ~ B(H) is invertible} 
and 
U[ A] = {U*AU: U ~ B(H) is unitary}, 
the congruence and unitary similarity classes of A, respectively. We wish 
to show how these equivalence classes are positioned with respect o the 
sets stab, /L-stab, ~+-stab, etc. When ~¢c_ B(H) we set C[~t'] = 
O{C[A]: A ~ t¢} and define U[.4t'] similarly. 
THEOREM 3.1. We assume that dim H = n < oo in (4), (5), (6), (7), and 
(8): 
(1) U[stab] = stab, and/ f  dim H > 1, C[stab] ~ stab. 
(2) C[IL-stab] = IL-stab. 
(3) C[Xc~+-stab] =,gK+-stab. 
(4) U[D+L-stab] = stab. 
(5) U[~+-stab] = stab. 
(6) U[D+L-stab NAr, C~+-stab] ~ D+L-stab ¢q,gC'+-stab/f dimH > 1. 
(7) IL-stab = {A ~ C "×n :U[A] c D+L-stab}. 
(8) ~+-stab = {A ~ cn×n: U[ A] ___~+-stab}. 
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REMARK 3.2. Whenever .4¢ c B(H) the following rules can be applied: 
(i) U[C[.~¢]] = C[Jg] and 
(ii) C[U[.Jg]] : C[.~g]. 
Proof. (1): The first part is obvious. For the second, B = A l $ I , , _  2 is 
1 stable, but C*BC, where C = [c] • I,, l, is not if Icl 2 -<< ~. An example like 
this works when n is infinite. 
(2): Re(C*AC) = C*(Re A)C > 0 if Re A > 0. 
(3): I f  A ~ ~+-s tab ,  C is invertible, and H > 0, then 
Spec( H(C*AC) )  = Spec((CHC*)A)  c {Re z > 0}, 
because A E Z+-s tab  and CHC* > O. 
(4) and (5): By Figure 1 and part (1), U[D+L-stab] ___ U[.~+-stab] c 
stab. If  A ~ stab, by Lyapunov's theorem there is an H = U*DU > O, 
where U is unitary and D ~ _@+, such that 0 < Re(HA). Set B = UAU*. 
Then Re(DB) = U Re[(U*DU)A]U* > 0. So B ~ D+L-stab and A = 
U*BU ~ U[D+L-stab]. Hence stab c U[D+L-stab]. 
(6): 
1[  1 1] ~ I,~ 2 
V=-~-  1 -1  - 
is unitary, and A =A 6 (~ I n 2 lies in D+L-stab A~+-stab ,  but A 4 
I,,_ 2 = V *AV doesn't. 
(7): Let R = {A:U[A]  _ D+L-stab}. Part (2) and Remark 3.2(0 give 
U[IL-stab] =/L -s tab ,  which lies in D+L-stab by Figure 1. Hence IL- 
stab _ R. If  A ~ R, let U be unitary with its first column an eigenvector 
for A, the minimal eigenvalue of H = Re A. Set K = Im A. Since U*AU 
D+L-stab, there is a D = Diag(d I. . . . .  d,,) > 0 such that 
0 < 2Re[D(U*AU)]  = D(U*HU + iU*KU) + (U*HU - iU*KU)D,  
whose (1, 1) entry, 2dl(U*HU)11 = 2dlA , must be positive. Hence A > 0, 
and so Re A > 0 and A ~ IL-stab. Thus R _c/L-stab. 
(8): Set R = {A:U[A]  _c.~+-stab}. Part (3) and Remark 3.2(0 give 
U[~+-stab] =~+-stab ,  which lies in ~+-s tab  by Figure 1. Hence 
~K+-stab ___ B. Let A ~ R and 0 < H = UDU*, with U unitary and D ~ ~+.  
Then Spec(HA) = Spec(D(U*AU)) c_ {Re z > 0}, since U*AU ~ ~+-stab.  
Hence A ~ ~,g(+-stab nd R _c~+-stab. • 
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4. TYPES OF CONVERGENT OPERATORS 
BRYAN CAIN ET AL. 
The problems considered in this section often reduce to finding 
sup p( At'A ) = sup{ p( MA ) : M ~ Jt'} 
for some given A ~ B(H) and ~r  _ B(H). Here are some basic facts about 
finding sup p(.gdA): 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A ~ B(H) and .¢{ c_ B(H). Then: 
(1) sup p(~t'A) = sup p(./F'B)/./'.,4/'= S-~Jt'S and B = S-IAS. 
(2) sup p((,ag ~ {0})A) = sup p(.gt'A) if .K ~ {01. 
(3) sup p(.ggA) <~ sup p(MFA) if MP c_ B(H) and for every M ~ ~t" there is 
a z ~ C with Izl ~ 1 
(4) sup p(.lt'A) <~ 
(5) sup p(Jt'A) 
(6) sup p(.dt'A) <~ 
(7) sup p(~t'A) = 
{T ~ B(H):  IITII < 1}. 
such that zM ~ ~ with equality if M~ c~.  
II All sup I1~11. 
IIAtlsup p(~ ' )  if r (M)  = lIMIt for every M ~ At'. 
p(A)sup  p(1¢') if AM = MA for every M ~J¢'. 
p(A)  = r (A)  = IIAII /f r (A)  = IIAII and I ~¢~¢r c 
Thus A ~ .J~'-eon ~ II All < 1. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are trivial. 
(3): Since p(MA) ~< Izl p(MA) = p(zMA) and zM ~ ~ the inequality 
follows. 
(4): Since p(MA) <~ IIAII IIMII. 
(5): By part (4) and the fact that r (M)  = IIMII implies p(M)  = IIMII; cf. 
Problem 218 in [21]. 
(6): By p(MA) <~ p(M)p(A)  when MA = AM; cf. p. 10 of [30]. 
(7): IIAII = p(A)  = p( lA)  <~ sup p(..~C'A) <~ IIAIIsup II..¢rll ~< IIAII. • 
When ~¢g ___ B(H) is unbounded (e.g. {mI : m = 1, 2 , . . .  } c,¢t'), ,¢g-eon 
may be {0}, so it is natural to limit the size of ¢¢g. Set 
Jtrl = {M ~-~: I IM I I  < 1}. 
We shall consider 
~-co., ~°-co., F-co., 
IS-con = {A ~ B(H): I - A*A > 0}, 
H+S-eon = {A ~ B(H):  3H > 0 such that H - A 'HA > 0}, 
.~l-eon, -~°-eon, .~l+-eon, and 
D+S-eon = {A ~ C n×n : 3D ~ _~+ such that D - A*DA > 0}. 
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REMARK 4.2. 
(1) Mnemonics: In IS, D÷S, and H+S the S stands for Stein and 
indicates that H - A'HA > 0 is involved. I, D ÷, H + indicate that H = I, 
H ~ ~+,  H ~,T¢ '+ respectively. 
(2) IS-con = { A ~ B(H) : II All < 1}, the set of strict contractions. 
(3) D+S-con = {A ~ C n×n :IIEAE-lll < 1 for some E ~ .~+}, because 
D - A*DA > 0 if and only if I - (EAE-1)*(EAE -1) > 0 where E = ~/-D. 
(4) H + S-con = con by the operator version of Stein's theorem [33, 34, 
7-91. 
(5) Again we restrict to the case dim ~ = n < ~ when diagonals are 
involved, i.e. ~ l -con ,  ~° -con ,  ~l+-con, D+S-con.  
(6) Since each ~ ~ {~1,"~1,,'~1, ~1,  ~o ,  ~+} is a set of normal opera- 
tors, IIMtl = r(M) = p(M)  for each M ~ ~,  and might as well have used 
r (M)  ~< 1 or p (M)  ~< 1 in the definition of I¢  1. And, by Lemma 4.1(2) and 
(3), 
~¢'l-eon = {M ~ ~¢: IIMII = 1}-con 
= {M~C' : r (M)  = 1}-con= {M~g:p(M)  = 1}. 
(7) In the literattire the terms discrete-time and Schur stability are 
sometimes used for what we refer to as convergence. 
(8) D ÷ S-con and ~ l -eon  correspond to discrete-time diagonal stability 
and D-stability in [4]. 
The next lemmas are motivated by considering H = xx* for x ~ C". 
When dim H = ~, xx* becomes x ® x*. 
LEMMA 4.3. If A ~ B(H) and dim H > 1, then 
U{Spec((x ® x*)A): Ilxll = 1} = W(A) t3 {0}. 
Proof. Since (x ® x*)Ax = (Ax, x)x  and rank[(x ® x*)A]  ~< 
rank(x ® x*) = 1, we have Spec((x ® x*)A) = {(Ax, x) ,  0}, since 
d imH> 1. • 
LEMMA 4.4. I fA ~ B(H), then the closure of 13{Spec(HA) : 0 < H ~< I} 
contains the closure of W(A). 
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Proof. Let (Ax ,  x )  = Awith Ilxll = 1, and set H = (1 - t )x  ® x* + tI. 
Then 0 <H~<I  for 0 <t  ~< 1, and, since Spec((x ®x*)A)  is finite, 
p(HA)  --* p( (x  ® x* )A)  = I,~1 as t --, 0 + [30, p. 37]. • 
COROLLARY 4.5. sup p(~A)  >~ r (A) .  
LEMMA 4.6. Let A ~ B(H)  and 0 <<. H <<. I. Then p(HA)  <~ r (A) .  
Proof. Let 0 ~< H ~< I. Let A ~ Spec(HA)  such that I~1 = p(HA) .  Now 
Spec(HA) = Spec(RAR), where R = //-H-. In the case dim H < ~, there 
exists a unit vector x such that RARx = Ax. Then X = Ax*x = x*RARx. I f  
Rx = 0, then A = 0 and p(HA)  <~ r (A) .  I f  Rx v~ 0, let z = Rx/ l lnx l l .  We 
have Ilnll ~< 1, so IIRxll ~< 1. Then A = IIRxll2z*Az, so p(nA)  = I~1 ~< 
Iz*Azl <~ r( A). 
In the case dim H = ~, A is in the approximate point spectrum of BAR. 
Hence there are unit vectors x,, such that (RAR - A I )x  n -~ O. For  n large 
enough Rx,, v~ 0 [else -A Ix  n --* 0, so p(HA)  = I~1 = 0 ~< r(A)] .  Then 
w, = (Az , ,  z,,) ~ W(A) ,  where z n = Rx,/l lRxnll, and p(HA)  = [A] = 
lim I(RARx,,, xn)[ = l im(llRx,,l l 2 Iw, I) ~< r (A) ,  because [IRx,II < 1, since 
Re =H <<,I. • 
It is now clear that: 
COROLLARY 4.7. sup{ p(HA) :  0 < H <~ I} = 
sup(  p(HA):O < H ~< I} = sup{ p(HA) :  0 <<. H <~ I 
= r (a ) .  
and rank H = 1} 
LEMMA 4.8. Let A ~ B(H) with d imH < ~. I f  r (A )  = p(HA)  fo r  
some H ~ ~,  then r( A)  = p( A). 
Proof. With the notation of the first paragraph of the proof  of Lemma 
4.6, 
p(HA) = IA I  = Ilnxll = Iz*Azl ~ Ilnxll ~ r(A).  
Since we are now assuming p(HA)  = r (A)  and since Ilnxll ~ Ilxll = 1, this 
impl ies  IIRxll = 1 -- Ilxll. There exist U unitary and D = Diag(d 1 . . . . .  d n) 
such that U*RU = D. Then IIDU*xll = IIU*RUU*xll = IIU*nxll = IIRxll = 
Ilxll = IIU*xll. Since 0 < d i ~< 1, this forces D(U*x)  = U*x. Thus 
Rx = UDU*x = UU*x = x. Then Ax = R-1RARx = AR-ax  = )tx. So 
r (A)  = p(HA)  = I,~1 ~< p(A)  ~< r (A) .  • 
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THEOREM 4.9. Let A E B(H). 
(1) I f  r (A )  < 1 then A ~ ~¢~°-eon __~,  -con. 
(2) I f  A ~ ~l+-eon then r (A)  ~ 1, and r (A)  = 1 happens. 
(3) I f  r (A )  = max IW(A)[ (e.g. dim H < oc), then A ~ ~-~l°-eon 
r (A )  < 1. 
(4) / fd imH < % thenA ~ ~-eon  ~ A ~con andr (A)  <~ I. 
Proof. (1): By Lemma 4.6. 
(2): By Corollary 4.5, 1 ~> r(A) .  Let 
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Then r (A)  = 1 and p(A)  = 0, so A ~ ~7¢~l+-eon by part (4). 
(3): When A ~ Yl°-eon and dim H > 1, Lemma 4.3 shows that I AI < 1 
for every a ~ W(A)  and in particular for one with l al = r (A) .  (The result is 
clear if dim H = 1.) 
(4): When A ~ ~+-eon,  r (A )  ~< 1 by Corollary 4.7, and A ~ con. 
Conversely, let r (A )  ~ 1 and A E con. I f  r (A )  < 1 then A ~ ~°-eon  _ 
7¢~+~ -con. I f  r (A)= 1, for H ~ YFll, p(HA)<~ r (A)  by Lemma 4.6. If  
p(HA)  = 1 then p(HA)  = r(A) ,  so by Lemma 4.8 p(A)  = r (A)  = 1, con- 
tradicting A ~ con. Thus p(HA)  < 1 and A ~ .~+-eon. • 
REMARK 4.10. The numerical range is central to these theorems about 
~gc~l°-eon and ~¢~+1 -con just as it is central to Carlson's characterization of 
~W~+-stab [12]: 
Y+-s tab  = {A ~ C"×n:  A is invertible and W(A)  c_ {Re z > 0} tO {0}}. 
Whether Carlson's result holds when dim H = m is unclear. 
LEMMA 4.11. Let u and v be unit vectors'. Set c = 1 i f  u ± v and 
c = (v ,u ) / l (v ,u ) l  otherwise. Set w =v-cu ,  and H =I  i fw  =0 and 
H = I - (2 / (w ,  w) )w ® w* otherwise. Then H = H* is unitary and Hv = 
011. 
Proof. x = v + cu ± w, so H(2v)  = Hw + Hx = -w +x = 2cu. The 
rest is routine. • 
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LEMMA 4.12. I f  A ~ B(H) and u is a unit vector, there exists a unitary 
n = H* such that IlAull ~ ISpec(nA)). 
Proof. I f  Au = 0, set H = L Otherwise, set v = IIAull-lAu and use the 
H from Lemma 4.11. • 
COROLLARY 4.13. Let A ~ B(H). 
(1) sup{p(HA): H = H* is unitary} =/IA#1. 
(2) sup{ p(UA): U is unitary} = II All. 
(3) sup{p(nA): n ~ ,,~} = IIAII. 
Proof. Lemma 4.1(4) shows the suprema do not exceed IIAII, and 
Lemma 4.12 shows they are >1 tl All. • 
COROLLARY 4.14. Let A ~ B(H). 
(1) I f  II All < 1, then A ~ 22~l-ton. 
(2) I f  A ~ 2i~l-ton, then UAII << 1. 
(3) / f  IIAII = max{llAull: Ilull = 1} (e.g., 
ton  ¢* II All < 1 (i.e. A ~/S- ton) .  
dim H < ~), then A ~ 4 -  
Proof. Parts (1) and (2) follow from Corollary 4.13(3), and (3) follows 
from (1) and Lemma 4.12. The "i.e." comes from 4.2(2). • 
REMARK 4.15. We have no characterization f,,~l-eon and Xl°-con when 
dim H = ~. Theorem 4.9(4) also holds when dim H = ~ [11]. 
We wish to establish a diagram for convergence classes similar to 
Figure 1. 
THEOREM 4.17. Figure 2 indicates the containments among the sets 
con, .~l+-con, ~° - ton ,  .~l-con, D + S-con, ~',¢~+:-ton, ,ZC~l°-con, IS-ton when 
dim H < oo. For dim H = ~ the indicated containments hold for con, ~-1 -
ton,  ,,~ll -con, and/S-con. 
Proof. Since ,/F__c,de implies J r -con c~-con ,  we have ~: -con  c 
~0"°-eon __c.~l+-eon __. con, ,,~-: -con __..~l+-con, Xc~l-con ___X~-I con, and 2/~1 °-
ton  ___~°-con. That D + S-con c~-con  follows from Proposition 2.2 of [4]. 
IS-con = {A ~ B(H): IIAII < 1} is clearly contained in D+S-con and is in 
,,~:°-eon by (4.1.4). • 
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" ~-_~ 2 ~J+ con 1t  ,, / 
"~ _ 1 . -  f ' j  
~ COn ~ 
FI(;. 2. 
All the regions except hose marked ? and 4 are nonempty for dim H > 1. 
Region 4 is nonempty for dim H > 2. In order to construct examples we use 
results about real 2 × 2 matrices: 
(1) o(A)  < 1 (i.e. A ~ con) /ff Idet AI < 1 and Itr AI < 1 + det A. 
(2) A ~ ~l+-eon /ff p(A) < 1 and la[ < 1 and Id[ < 1. 
(3) A ~ ~°-eon  /ff p(A) < 1 and lal < 1 and Idl < 1. 
(4) A ~ _~l-eon /ff p(A) < [ and la - dl < 1 - det A. 
Proof. (1): This follows from the Schur-Cohn conditions in [27], as 
mentioned in [4], or may be worked out from the fact that det A is the 
product of A's eigenvalues and tr A is their sum. 
(2): If A ~ ~l+-eon, then p(A) < 1 and 
lal = lira p(Diag(1,  e) A) ~< 1. 
~--+0 + 
Similarly ]dl ~< 1. Conversely, let A satisfy p(A) <~ 1, lal ~< 1, and hd] ~< 1. 
By Lemma 4.1(3) and, if necessary, by Lemma 4.1(1) with 
s=[0 
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we can replace _~1 + by {D(x) = Diag(x, 1) :0 < x ~< 1}: 
Idet D(x)a l  = x Idet AI < 1. 
To complete the proof it is sufficient o show Itr D(x)AI < 1 + det D(x)A,  
or lax + d[ < 1 + x6 (with 6 = det A), or ax + d < 1 + x6 and 
-ax -d  < 1 +x3.  Let f (x )= l +x3-ax -d=(1-d)+(6-a )x .  
To complete the proof we must show f (x )  > 0 for all x ~ (0, 1]. We have 
f (1)  > 0 because p(A) < 1, limx_,0 f (x )  = 1 - d ~> 0, and f is linear, so 
the result is clear. The case -ax - d < 1 + 6 is similar. Thus the three 
conditions imply A E .~l+-con. 
(3): If A ~-~°-con  then p(A) < 1 and lal = p(Diag(1,0) A) < 1. 
Similarly, Idl < 1. As in the proof of part (2), we can replace ~o by 
{D(x) = Diag(x, 1): 0 ~< x ~< 1}. The proof is the same as in part (2), except 
that the limit is replaced by f (0)  = 1 - d > 0. 
(4): By Proposition 3.9 of [4], A ~ .~l-eon iff DA is convergent for every 
D = Diag(d 1, d 2) with every d i ~ {1, -1}. The condition says p(MA) < 1 
for M = I, Diag(1, -1) .  Since p( -MA)  = p(MA), we don't need the other 
two choices for D, viz. - I  and Diag(-1,  1). • 
Using an idea of I. Hentzel and K. Driessel, we prove: 
LEMMA 4"19" Let M = [ a-t) b~l]~ z×2" Then 
r(M) = max lal, Idl, 2 Ibl a - -  /fO<--[3 <a 1)}, 
where a = 4b 2 - (a - d) 2 and [3 = 2b "2 + (a - d)d. 
Proof. 
peiO ] 
z= ~/~- -~ e,~ with O~<p ~< 1 and 0 ,~ 
is the general unit vector. We have 
z*Mz = ap 2 + d(1 _ p2) + 2bp ~/~_ pZ sin (~0 - O)i, 
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SO 
r (M)  2 {Iz*Mzl2:~ max g( /9) ,  = max - O e ~ / 2 + ~ } =  
0~<p~<l 0~<p~<l 
where g (p)  = [ap 2 + d(1 - p2)]2 + 4b2p2(1 _ p.2) = _olp4 + 2tip2 + 
d.2. Here g (0)= d e and g(1)= a.2. We have g ' (p )= 4p( /3 -  ap.2), so 
the only other critical point is ~/f l /a  (and only if 0 < /3 /a  < 1). But 
g(v/-ff/a ) = 4b.2(ad + b'Z)/a. • 
THEOREM 4.20. Let A ~ ~.2×.2. Set 6 = det A, or = detRe A, r = 
t rRe  A =t rA ,  y= 7 .2 -4or ,  and v=46-  72 . Then 
r (A )  = max p(Re a ) ,2  v /f 
p(Re A) otherwise. 
<1,  
REMARK. I 'rv/T/vl < i ¢=~ 727 < v 2 ¢* 267 .2 < 462 + or'r e . 
Proof. Let Q ~ R 2×2 be orthogonal with QT(Re A)Q = Diag(a, d), 
where a >~d. Then 7=a +d,  o -=ad,  y=(a  +d)  e -  4ad=(a-d)  2. 
Since T = A - Re A is skew-symmetric, so is QTTQ, and hence the latter 
must be of  the form 
for some b ~ ~. 
Then 
Now r(A) = r(QrAQ), so we can apply Lemma 4.19. Note that det A = 
detQrAQ =ad+b 2, so b e = 6 -  or. Hence a=4b e -  y=4(6-or ) -  
(~ .z_4or )=46_  T 2 = v. But2d  =(a  +d) - (a -d )  = 7 -  ~/-y, so 
2/3 = 4b 2 + 2(a  - d )d=4(8-  or) + V~(7-  yry)  
=46- (y+4or )  + r~/-y =46-  72 + rV~ = u+ 7 fy .  
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Thus 0 < ~/a  < 1 ~ I~v/~/vl < 1, and 
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2 Ibl = 2 
lJ 
Furthermore, max{lal, Idl} = p(Re A), so the conclusion follows. • 
THEOREM 4.21. I f  d imH > 1, then regions 1,2 ,3 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,  10, 11 
in Figure 2 are nonempty. I f  dim H > 2, region 4 is nonempty. I f  dim H = 2, 
regions 4, .9 are empty. 
Proof. According to Proposition 2.16 of [4], when n = dim H = 2, 
D + S-con = ~l -eon .  It follows that region 4 and regions ? are empty then. 
(We don't know whether regions .9 are ever nonempty.) 
1 1 Set C i = Fi • ~In_ 2 for i = 1 . . . . .  11 but not 4, and C 4 = F 4 $ ~In_ 3. 
Then C i lies in region i. Theorems 4.9, 4.18, and 4.20 and Lemma 4.19 
justify the following statements: 
½[~ -~/haseigenvaluesl-. ~, 7, so F 1 ~eonbut  F 1 F1 = _ 1 1 ~_@l+-eon. 
F2=51 21 - has eigenvalues - -2  and diagonal entries 1, 0, so F 2 ~ 
.~l+-eon and F 2 f f~° -eon .  We have r (F  2) >~ p(Re/ :2)  > 1 because Re F 2 
has det < 0 and trace = 1. Hence F~ ~ ~'y -eon.  
_+ 2¢ai 
F a = -~ has eigenvalues - -  and diagonal entries -¼,  ~, so 
-8  4 
1 3 13 F 3 ~-~°-eon .  We have F 3 ~.~t -eon  because l -  z -  ~1> 1-  5g= 1-  
det F 3. Finally r (F  3) >1 p(Re F 3) = (1 + 1~) /4  > 1, so F 3 ~e~+~ -con. 
[0.97701 -032047 0.0806 ] 
F 4 = /0.07zsz 0.6686s 0.zs9559|. Reference [4] says F 4 ~ ~l -eon  and 
/0.15153 -0.27886 0.6978921 
F 4 ~ D + S-con. A referee tells us the latter is proven in [6]. To see that 
F 4 q~ ~-eon,  let 
H = 
0.74861 -0.433569 -0.0119785 ] 
-0.433569 0.251148 0.00693781 , 
-0.0119785 0.00693781 0.000221673 
which has eigenvalues 0.99992, 0.00003, and 0.00003. Then 1.00685 is an 
eigenvalue of HF 4. 
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. = 1 [1  -4 1. ~ D+S-eon  by Lemma 5.1 below, r (F  5) >/p(Re F 5) = ~,3 F5 ~ 0 ~ , , - 
so F 5 ~, ,~ -eon. 
~[~ ~°] ~ D+ S-con by Lemma 5.1. We have F6=9 4 
w(r~) = ~w(~) + ~w 0 
so r (F  6) = 1 and F 6 ~,,~l°-eon. Since p (F  6) < 1, F 6 ~ X¢~+l -eon. 
1 
F 7 = ~I. 
= {Iz gl < , and so F s ~ ~¢~l°-eon. Finally, Ilfsll > 1, so fs  ~ IS-eon. 
= 1[ -3 1.29] has~= ~ as defined in Lemma 4.19, andg(~- /a )= F9 75 -12 
12 < 1, so r (F  9) = ~ and F 9 ~ ~°-eon .  We have F 9 ~-eon  because 
13 13 75 ~ 4= 1-detF  9. 
[ F10 = ½ -e - - ~and = r(Fao) = 1. Thus F~0 
~l°-eon. Since the eigenvalues of F~0 are ++_(~f3/2)i, F~o ~ ~'~-'1-con. Clearly 
F10 ~ D°-eon. But El0 ~-~l -eon .  
FH = ½1 12 01] has a = 0, so r (F l l )  = 1. Thus F H ~° -eon .  S incethe 
L 1 1 eigenvalues of Fll are 7, 7, we have Eli ~ ~'~-1 eon. But F~ ~-eon ,  
since its 1, 1 entry is 1. • 
5. CONVERGENCE AND UNITARY SIMILARITY 
To prove results analogous to Theorem 3.1(7) and (8), we use Proposition 
2.9 of [4]: 
LEMMA 5.1. {A = (aq)  ~ C n×~ : A is triangular} ~ con c__ D+S-eon.  
THEOREM 5.2. We assume that dim H = n < ~ in (2), (3), and (4). 
(1) u[~¢] = i , / f  ~" = co,, ~l-con, ~1°-co-, F -con .  
(2 )  U[  D + S -con]  = con. 
(3) ~ l -eon  = {A ~ C n×" : U[A] c~4~l-eon} fo r  (.,tg, JF) = (,g~, _~), 
(,,~0, _~0), (,,~+ D+). 
(4 )  IS-con = { A ~ C ~ ×" : U[  A ]  c D + S -con}.  
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Proof. (1): When ~¢" = con, it's trivial. For the others use Lemma 4.1(1) 
and note that U*~t'U =.jtr if U is unitary and ~/" =~1,  ~'~1 °, ~+1- 
(2): I f  p(A)< i then A is unitarily similar to an upper triangular 
convergent matrix B. By Lemma 5(1) B ~ D+S-eon  and hence con  c 
U[D ÷ S-con]. The reverse containment is clear. 
(3) _ :  Let A ~ ~rl-con, U be unitary, and D ~ JY1; then 
p(D(U*AU) )  = p( (UDU*)A)  < 1 because UDU* ~ ~t" r
2:  M ~I  ~ M= UDU*wi th  D ~ and Uunitary.  So p(MA)= 
p(D(U*AU) )  < 1. 
(4) c_c_: I f  A ~ IS-con then so is U*AU, and /S-con ___ D+S-eon.  
__.:Let U[A] _ D+S-eon and H ~ 4 .  Then H = U*DU, where D 
~c I and U is unitary. So p(HA)  = p(D(UAU*) )  < 1, because UAU* ~ D+S - 
con ___0°21-con by Theorem 4.17. Hence A ~ ~-eon  = IS-con, by 
Corollary 4.14(3). • 
REMARK 5.3. Since U[D+S-eon]  = con  = U[eon] ,  we have 
U[c~r-con] = con  whenever D + S-con  __~'t'-con _ con, e.g. for ~"  =-~l ,  ~1 °, 
-~l+; cf. Figure 2. 
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